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ABSTRACT

Many countries are experiencing a period in which tra-
ditional values are being questioned. The social response to
plans for further technological development has often taken
the form of demands for a closer examination of the associated
benefits and risks and consideration of social values in public
planning and decision processes. A theoretical framework for
interdisciplinary risk assessment studies is presented to allow
the balancing of complex technical data with measures of the
corresponding social values. The cognitive limitations which
affect rationality in intuitive decision making are summarised
as background for the introduction of formal decision method-
ologies.

Methods for obtaining value measures are reviewed and an
attitude-based method is developed in detail; this model allows
identification of the relative importance of the technical,
psychological and social factors, which underlie attitudes and
indicates which factors differentiate between social groups.
A pilot application to nuclear power indicated that, for the
subjects tested, attitu'des pro and con were primarily determined
by strongly differing beliefs about the benefits of nuclear
power.

Symbolic aspects of the nuclear controversy are reviewed,
including psychological associations with nuclear weapons. It
is suggested that nuclear energy is providing a forum to
evaluate a wide range of social issues, perhaps playing a
symbolic role in a dialogue about the shape and direction of a
technologically-determined future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The social response to nuclear energy must be viewed in
the context of the more general concerns of the past decade.
Issues which emerged in several industrialized countries in-
cluded those of environmental deterioration, feelings of dis-
satisfaction despite increasing standards of living and a sense
of isolation from decisions affecting social welfare. Values
that had been tacitly adapted by technologically-based societies
were subjected to challenge as opposition groups with different
systems emerged. In some cases nuclear energy became a focal
point of public debates about the acceptability of the un-
desirable side-effects, or risks, of technological development.

The continuation of these debates suggests the difficulties
which have been encountered in attempting to reconcile techno-
logical and social systems in public planning and decision pro-
cesses; this problem may be conceived as one of balancing complex
technical data with measures of the corresponding social values.
A theoretical framework for inter-disciplinary risk assessment
studies!/ to allow the formal consideration of social value
measures in decision making is proposed in Section 2. Method-
ologies for obtaining value measures are reviewed; an attitude-
based method is preferred because it has already been developed
for use on a public survey basis and the relationships between
attitudes and behaviour are well understood. Cognitive limitations
which affect rationality in intuitive decision making are reviewed
as background for the introduction of formal decision methodologies
which can implement the use of these attitude data.

Section 3 introduces an attitude formation model which
allows identification of the relative importance of the technical,
psychological and social factors which underlie social response
and indicates which factors differentiate between various social
groups. Section 4 reports results of a pilot application of
this model to attitudes toward nurlear power; they suggest that
attitudes of groups pro and con may be primarily determined by
strongly differing beliefs about the benefits of nuclear power.

Section 5 offers comments on the symbolic aspects of the
nuclear controversy. Section 6 concludes that, although the
methodologies reported here have not yet been developed to the
point of operational use, the results of preliminary applications
provide encouragement for their futher development.

— I n 1974, the IAEA, in collaboration with the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), formed the
Joint IAEA/IIASA Research Project on risk assessment. In
addition to professional staff from the IAEA and the IIASA,
nine IAEA Member States have seconded scientists to this
Project: France, FRG, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, South
Africa, Sweden, UK, and USA. More than ten different academic
disciplines have been represented.



2. RISK ASSESSMENT

Figure 1 presents a theoretical framework for risk assess-
ment studies which was developed as a collaborative effort by
scientists from a number of disciplines. It is not intended
to portray the inter-action of technological and social systems
in any "real-world" sense; rather, it illustrates the relation-
ships between the various analyses, originating in various
disciplines, which may form a risk assessment study. It will
be noted that risk assessment is divided into three sub-topics:
risk estimation, risk evaluation and risk management /1,2/;
they will be discussed separarately below.

2.1. Risk Estimation

Risk estimation is primarily concerned with the identi-
fication and quantification of the risks posed by the techno-
logical system under consideration, beginning with the identi-
fication of the consequences of planned operations. Here it
is usual to consider the physical consequences, such as health
and environmental hazards; however, thought should also be given
to their potential effects upon psychological well-being and the
resulting implications for changes in social and cultural
structures. The latter are the psychological and social con-
sequences, or "risks" referred to in Figure 1. An example of
a risk estimation study for planned operations is that by
Niehaus /3/ on the effects of CO2 and C-14 related to fossil-
fuel combustion.

Subsequent steps in the risk estimation sequence are reasonably
well understood; identification of possible unplanned events that
might occur during operation, such as accidents, sabotage or
mis-use; identification of their consequences, again including
possible physical, psychological and social risks; analysis of
consequence magnitudes and their distributions in terms of time,
space and social groups; and, finally, an analysis of the
corresponding probability distributions, and uncertainties, of
all events and consequences. Early risk estimation studies on
unplanned events in nuclear power plants were largely carried
out by individual scientists on an ad hoc basis, e.g., UK /4,
5/, and in the USA /6,7,8/. Well-financed, full-scale risk
estimation studies were carried out later; the best known of
these is that sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
the "Rasmussen Report" /9/.

2.2. Risk Evaluation

Risk evaluation may be thought of as the measurement of
social values and their reconciliation with technical risk
estimates through the framework of formal decision-making
methodologies. The first four blocks in the risk evaluation
part of Figure 1 refer to the social response to risk situations
and its underlying determinants. Social response is clearly not



based only upon theoretical or statistical predictions of
risk, but rather is multiply-determined through a variety
of psychological functions such as perception, conditioning,
and learning. Figure 1 indicates methods for inferring
response which are based upon attitudes, utility theory
or statistical data; these methodologies arise respectively
from research in social psychology, management sciences and
economics.

2.2.1. Measures of Social Value: Methodologies—'2/

Utility-based methods have been used primarily for assess-
ing the decision makers' (or experts') expectation of "social
utility" as a function of technical variables. Although some
of these methodologies could, in principle, be extended to
make utility measurements on a public survey basis, the
technology for so doing does not exist at present /14/; there-
fore, this method will not be discussed further here.

One of the more primitive risk evaluation methods has
been simply to put estimates of risk "into perspective" by
comparing them to statistical measures of other risks accepted
by society. This method can provide only an indication that a
new risk is too high; it cannot predict that a new risk, similar
in magnitude to other existing risks, will be accepted. Com-
parisons of different types of risks lack meaning since each
risk is characterised by many variables other than its
statistical expectation. The effect of such variables upon
risk perception was illustrated by the work of Fischhoff, et
al. /13/ who, as part of a larger experiment, asked a group of
75 subjects to rate thirty different technologies and activities
on each of nine postulated dimensions of risk, e.g., degree of
voluntariness, extent of individual control, extent to which the
person exposed knows about the risk, number of people exposed,
etc. Analysis showed that two orthogonal factors were sufficient
to account for inter-correlations between items; they were inter-
preted as representing "new, involuntary high technology with
delayed consequences for many people" and "events whose
consequences are certain to be fatal (often for large numbers
of people) should something go wrong". These factors were
labelled respectively "Technological Risk" and Dread Risk",
the latter referring to instinctive, unexplained fear. Figure 2
(after Ref. /13/) shows some of the 30 activities plotted in
this two-dimensional psychological space; this figure suggests
that, in addition to the statistical predictions of risk, there

2/
-' The 'impossibility theorem" of Arrow /10/ implies that measures

of social value cannot be obtained. Edwards /11/, although in
agreement with the theorem as derived from its assumptions (e.
g., ordinal utility, no inter-personal comparisons of utilities),
suggests that public values "can be elicited by some appropriate
adaptation of the methods already in use to elicit individual
values".
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are also psychological factors which play a significant
role in their perception. It also suggests the futility of
seeking to reassure people that/ for example, nuclear power
is safe by comparing its low levels of risk with the number
of hours of skiing that would provide an equal risk - in a
psychological sense they are not comparable.

The work of Starr /14/, based upon a statistical data
approach, offered a broad philosophical basis for beginning
risk assessment studies and was instrumental in calling
attention to the importance of risk concepts in public de-
cision making. National-level statistics were used as a
basis for estimating the risks and benefits from nine techno-
logies or activities. Based upon this analysis mathematical
relationships were proposed between: (a) perceived benefit
and acceptable levels of risk (R proportional to B 3); (b)
the ratio of acceptable risk levels for voluntary and involuntary
risk exposure (a factor of 103); and (c) the "psychological
yard-stick" people use to judge acceptable risk levels
(equivalent to the probability of death due to natural causes).
This method implicitly assumes that risk levels resulting
from past decisions were somehow optimal, thus providing an
adequate basis for future decision making, and that those
making the decisions had perfect knowledge of the data which
were subsequently reflected in the statistical compliations.

A subsequent study /15/ found fault with tne assumptions
underlying the methodology and could not reproduce the numerical
results using the same data base. The specific variables of
interest in such an analysis are seldom recorded separately
in the data base; the numerical results were found to be ex-
cessively sensitive to the assumptions required to extract
these variables from national-level statistical data. Further,
there is the difficulty in proving cause-effect relationships
between, for example, risk and benefit or participation in a
risky activity and the actual risk level. At present, there
is no evidence that analyses based upon statistical data could
lead to useful rules for specifying risk acceptability or its
determinants.

An alternative to this approach is to use attitudes as a
measure of social value. Section 3 will develop the relation-
ships between attitude and behaviour and present a model of
attitude formation which allows identification of the under-
lying determinants of attitude. This is the model of "general
behaviour" shown in Figure 1. Results of a pilot application
of this model to attitudes toward nuclear power are reported
in Section 4.



2.2.2. The Decision Maker and Decision Methodologies

The final, integrative step in risk evaluation is an
ordering of the alternatives being considered. This may be
viewed as the assimilation and balancing of the complex technical
data resulting from risk estimation analyses with measures of the
corresponding social values. The limitations of the decision
maker in handling the large quantities of probabilistic data in-
volved in many public decisions suggest the use of formal decision
methodologies to aid in this process.

Simon /16/ has proposed the theory of "bounded rationality"
which asserts that, in order to deal with the world, cognitive
limitations force the decision maker to intuitively construct
a much simplified model. He then behaves rationally with respect
to this simplified model, but perhaps irrationally with respect
to the real situation. An area of psychological research which
bears upon the limits of rationality in decision making is that
on "cue utilisation".

People are often in situations where they must make some
prediction, inference or choice on the basis of several items
of information, or "cue". Studies of the ways in which people
combine these different pieces of information to arrive at their
decisions suggest: (1) that some information items are not used
at all; (2) people are not able to accurately report which in-
formation items they actually used in reaching their decisions;
(3) people are also not able to judge the relative importance
they gave to the information items they did use; (4) as de-
cision makers become more experienced they become even less
able to subjectively estimate which information items they are
actually using; (5) the weights subjectively placed on different
information items by different decision makers seem to be a
function of personality variables^/.

Another limitation which supports "bounded rationality" in
intuitive decision making is that of making correct inferences
from probabilistic data. Slovic, et al. /17/ have reviewed
recent research in this area. Although some of this research
has been carried out with scientists, trained in statistics,
the "experimental results indicate that people systematically
violate the principles of rational decision making when judging
probabilities, making predictions, or otherwise trying to cope
with probabilistic tasks". The evidence suggests that decision
makers tend to ignore uncertainties and rely upon habit or simple
rules which neglect uncertainty.

—The basis for findings (2) and (3) is the respondent's sub-
jective post-decision statements about the information items
which they thought they had used and their relative importance.
These statements can be compared with regression analyses which show
the correlations between individual information items and the de-
cisions actually taken.



In suiranary, people seem to be unable to use all the in-
formation provided them in arriving at a decision and, even
then, do not know which information items have actually formed
the basis for their decisions. Further, there are limitations
in the processing of probabilistic information. Thus, formal
decision methodologies appear to be especially attractive for
supporting complex, many-variable decisions involving risk,
which is probabilistic by definition. These methods allow the
decision maker to rationally assign weights to information items

. in order to develop an ordered list of the options under con-
sideration.

I Decision methods available include multi-attribute decision
analysis /11,13/, cost-benefit analysis /19/, and cost-effective-
ness analysis. These methodologies are, in fact, closely re-
lated; cost-benefit analysis may be derived from multi-objective
analysis; cost-effectiveness is a special case of cost-benefit
analysis. Cost-benefit analysis has been a popular method for
making public policy decisions; it usually requires that all
attributes of the decision be converted into monetary units.
This presents obvious difficulties, especially where loss of
human life is involved; Linnerooth /20/ has carried out a survey
of experience in evaluating mortality risk reduction in the

> cost-benefit framework and has made a critical review of the i
= available methodologies. 4

;j > § There has been virtually no experience in using public $
( • I attitudes, i.e. , indicators of overall social response, as a ;
I : separate input in such methodologies. A recent demonstration j
| I experiment /12/ reported encouraging results in using attitude j s

\ measures in Edwards' /11/ simplified multi-attribute technique.
1 In this experiment a group of decision makers was given technical

descriptions of six nuclear waste disposal sites as well as
information on public attitudes toward these sites. Preliminary
results indicate that the decision-making group was willing, and
able, to use attitude measurement information in the decision
process and that public attitudes were an important factor in the
decisions taken by the group.

2.3. Risk Management

Figure 1 indicates that decisions are, in fact, not based -:

solely upon the outcome of formal decision analyses. Risk ;
management, in reality a function carried out at a higher political
level than risk evaluation, considers the evaluated options in the
light of the historical and political realities which surround the

1, decision to be taken. The result is a choice among the alternatives
I offered or recommendations for modifications to technological

systems to change their risk characteristics.

The analyses of technological systems which take place under
the heading of risk estimation, and the synthesis with social value
measures using the decision methods forseen in risk evaluation, can
only provide an ordered list of the options under consideration.
Formal decision methods allow the decision-making body to assign
importance weights and values to the attributes of a decision.

' The ordering of alternatives provided by the decision model can be
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compared to the intuitive decisions that would have been taken by
the decision makers. A process of reconciliation should result in
essential agreement between intuition and model. The model then
provides a record of which variables were used in reaching the de-
cision, what importance they were given and what values were
assigned to them; these data can help to increase the transparency
of public decision projesses and provide a basis for wider
partic ipation.

Risk management
studies as an input,
the process of being
consequently, formal
been made. The next
method for obtaining

depends upon the results of risk evaluation
Risk evaluation methodologies are still in

adapted for application to technological risks;
studies of risk management strategies have not
two sections concentrate on an attitude-based
social value measures for use in risk evaluation.

3. AN ATTITUDE-BASED MEASURE OF SOCIAL VALUE

In general, there has been a great deal of confusion about the
meaning of terms such as attitude, opinion, and behaviour. This
may also be seen in the social psychology literature where there
has often been a failure to recognize that beliefs, attitudes,
intentions, and behaviours are different and distinct variables,
with different determinants, but with stable and systematic re-
lationships among them. Until very recently attitude has been
used in a generic sense to refer not only to a person's affective,
or evaluative, feelings about some object, but also to beliefs
(cognitions) about the object as well as his behavioural intentions
(conations) with respect to the object. Thus much attitude research
was confusing in that data reported as measures of attitude were,
in fact, often measures of belief or intentions.

3.1. The Relations between Beliefs, Attitudes, Intentions
and Behaviours^/

Figure 3 (after Fishbein /21/) summarises the relations
between beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and behaviours with respect
to a given object. It can be seen that a person holds many beliefs
about an object; that is, he associates that object with a number
of different attributes. It has been found that knowledge of a
person's beliefs about an object, and his evaluations of the
associated attributes, allovv an accurate prediction of his

4/
—Definitions: A belief is a probability judgement that links

some object or concept to some attribute. For example, one
might believe that Automobile A (an object) is expensive (an
attribute). The strength of the belief is defined by the
person's subjective probability that the object-attribute re-
lationship exists, or is true. An attitude is an evaluative
judgement that one likes or dislikes the object, that it is
good or bad, that he feels favourable or unfavourable towards
it. One may have attitudes towards concepts, people, in-
stitutions, events, behaviours, outcomes, etc. An intention
is a probability judgement that links the individual to some
specific action, i.e., the individual's belief that he will
perform some specific behaviour. Behaviour is an observable
action.



attitude towards the object. That is, a person's attitude
towards any object is a function of his beliefs about that
object weighted by these evaluations; however, it is the
entire set of salient beliefs that determines the attitude and
not any specific belief. It has been consistently found that
a person's attitude toward an object is likely to be determined
by a relatively small number (five to nine) of salient beliefs.

Once an attitude has been formed, a person is pre-disposed
to behave in a consistent manner with respect to that object.
Although his attitude does pre-dispose him to perform a set of
behaviours, it does not pre-dispose him to perform any specific
behaviour. It had previously been assumed that a person's
attitude towards some object would influence some particular
behaviour with respect to that object? it is now clear that
attitudes towards an object may have little or no influence
on any specific behaviour. Just as attitude is determined
by the entire set of beliefs that a person holds, the attitude
only serves to pre-dispose the person to engage in a set of
behaviours that, when taken together, are consistent with the
attitude. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.

In summary, if one were interested in the totality of a
person's behaviour with respect to some object, knowledge of
the attitude held towards that object would be a useful pre-
dictor V . This is an important finding: by aggregating individual
responses it is possible to describe the totality of the expected
social response, or that of any social group. Thus, as suggested
earlier, attitude provides a useful measure of value for use in
decision making.

3.2. Attitude Formation

Each belief about an object links it to some attribute
which itself is positively, negatively or neutrally valued. A
person's attitude toward an object is simply the sum of the
belief strengths, each of which has been weighted by an evaluation
of the attribute. The way in which beliefs linking the object
to specific attributes and the evaluations of these attributes

— A discussion of the determinants of specific behaviours is
beyond the scope of the present paper; however, Fishbein
/22,23/ has developed a theory in which two major variables
(i.e., attitudes toward performing the behaviour and sub-
jective norms concerning the behaviour) are viewed as the
immediate determinants of an intention to perform a given
behaviour.

10



combine to form attitude can be mathematically written as:

n
A
o
 = Equation 1

where A = the person's attitude towards object o.

b. = the strength of belief i about object o; i.e.,
1
 the subjective probability that о is related to

some attribute i.

e. = the subject's evaluation of attribute i.

n = the number of salient beliefs the subject holds
about object o.

A useful feature of Fishbein's model is its synthesis of the
belief and evaluative components of attitude in a form which pre-
serves the distinction between them. The belief (cognitive)
component represents knowledge or opinions about the attitude
object while the evaluative component is a measure of affect or
feeling. Thus the model allows not only the identification of the
specific factors important in attitude formation but also the
respective contributions of opinion and feelings to each factor.
The results of the application reported in Section 4 illustrate
the utility of this distinction in understanding the source of
differences between groups with different attitudes.

3.2.1. Test of Validity

The measure of attitude obtained from Equation 1 is the sum
of the eb products. To verify that this is indeed a measure of
attitude, correlations can be made between the £ eb scores of the
subjects and independent, direct measurements of the same,attitude
Direct, global measurements of attitude can conveniently and
reliably be made using the semantic differential method of Osgood
/24/. The magnitude, and statistical significance, of this
correlation coefficient provides a measure of the success of
the model in estimating attitude and, in addition, ensures that
the set of attributes used was adequate to describe the attitude
object for the group tested. This test of validity is an important
characteristic of the S/

—Considerable empirical evidence to support this model can be
found throughout the attitude literature in areas such as
racial attitudes, family planning, politics, special laboratory
experiments. For a review, see Reference /21/.

11
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3.3. Public Opinion Polls

Public opinion polls can provide useful information for
specific purposes; however, it might be helpful to compare
them with the attitude formation model just presented. The
results of a typical public opinion poll might be expressed
as the percentage of respondents agreeing with statements
about the object of the survey. In our terminology these
might be interpreted as measures of belief strength, the bi
of Equation 1. However, the evaluative aspects, the e^, are
not measured. For example, 67% of the respondents might
agree that "nuclear power is necessary to meet projected energy
demands"• This result might be thought supportive of nuclear
energy; however, some respondents might have, if asked,
evaluated the attribute "meeting projected energy demands"
negatively, feeling, for example, that these demands should
be reduced through conservation. Thus, results that appear
to be supportive of nuclear power might, for some people, be
contributing negatively to attitude were the positive belief
measure to be multiplied by a negative evaluation. Further,
the model of Equation 1 ensures that we have indeed measured
attitude, and that the attributes used were adequate to describe
the object, through the correlation of the £ eb scores with
direct measures of attitude. The typical pubTIc opinion poll
does not have this built-in measure of validity. Finally, we
are interested in social response; the beliefs measured by
the public opinion poll are not measures of attitude and, thus,
may be completely unrelated to the overall behaviour of the
respondent group.

The next section summarises results of a pilot application
of the attitude formation model (Equation 1) to the case of
attitudes towards nuclear power.

4. AN APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER

A pilot application of the model to attitudes toward nuclear
power was carried out in order to test the utility of the model
in the area of attitudes towards technologies and their risks.
A questionnaire was designed in accordance with the procedure
to be described below and given to a group of thirty people
affiliated with a university institute engaged in energy research.
Almost all had university degrees and half had had extensive
experience in the nuclear energy field. The average age of the
group was mid-forty, two-thirds were male. All subjects were
presented with a 32 page booklet with the standard instructions
for using the semantic differential as the first two pages.

12



4.1. The Experimental Design

An application of the model must begin with the identifi-
cation of the attributes people associate with it. This is the
identification of cognitive elements referred to in the risk
evaluation part of Figure 1. The particular attributes used
in formulating this questionnaire were developed from research
in various fields /14,25,26,27,28/ and the work of our group
oriented specifically towards the perception of technologies
and their risks /2,29,.30,31,32,33,34,35/

The complete set of twelve attributes used to formulate
the questionnaire are listed in Table I; sample attributes are
"can be mis-used in a destructive way" and "provides good value
for the money". In order to obtain the e^ of Equation 1, sub-
jects were asked to evaluate each of the twelve attributes on a
seven-place scale, scored from +3 to -3, such as the following:

can be mis-used in a destructive way

bad : : : : : : good

The respondents were then asked to indicate their beliefs, the
b^ of Equation 1, that nuclear power is characterised by each
of these attributes, for example:

nuclear power can be mis-used in a destructive way

probably probably
false

 : : : : : :
 false

Using Equation 1, an estimated attitude score was computed
for each subject; direct measures of attitudes towards nuclear
power were also obtained using the semantic differential. As
described earlier, this allows comparison of the Ц eb values
from Equation 1 with these direct measures.?/.

4.2. Results for the Total sample

In support of the model, the Spearman rank order coefficient
between the estimated and direct attitude scores was 0.66,
statistically significant at a level of less than 0.1%, thus
demonstrating the validity of this application. It is possible
to examine the relative importance of the attributes in the
formation of attitudes. The absolute magnitude of the eb values
for each attribute provides a measure of their respective importance.
Absolute magnitudes are used since attributes can have high
positive eb scores for one part of the sample and high negative
eb scores for another; this could result in average eb scores

— A second, independent part of the questionnaire used eleven
additional attributes to successfully obtain measures of attitudes
toward the risks associated with nuclear power. Space limitations
preclude reporting these results here; those interested are
referred to the original paper by Otway and Fishbein /36/.

13



near zero. Such items, however, should not be neglected since
they are important to both sub-groups. Therefore, importance
is retained by use of the absolute value of the eb terms.

In general, the results for the total sample confirm what
one might intuitively expect from a well-educated group of
subjects of high socio-economic status, many of whom were pro-
fessionally experienced in energy research. The three most
important determinants concern waste production, the possibility
of destructive mis-use of the technology, and the question of
catastrophic accidents affecting large numbers of people. In
contrast, the next three determinants associate nuclear power
with the positive attributes of providing good economic value,
providing essential social benefits and the enhancement of
the "quality of life". For the total sample, the risk aspects
of nuclear power are more important attributes than are the
potential benefits.

4.3. Factors Differentiating between Groups Pro and Con

In order to better understand the factors differentiating
between people with favourable and unfavourable attitudes towards
nuclear power, two sub-groups were formed from the total sample.
Using the direct attitude measurement scores from the semantic
differential as the criterion, the ten subjects with the highest
scores formed the "pro" group and those with the ten lowest
scores the "con" group. Table II presents comparisons, for
the total sample and each of the two sub-groups, of importance
values and ranks for each attribute. The attributes are listed
in Tabie II in an abbreviated form; the complete wording used
in the questionnaire appears only in Table I.

A different picture emerges when the two sub-groups are
examined separately. In general, the "con" group, like the
total sample, assign high importance to the risk items while
the "pro" group view benefit-related attributes as most important.
In the "con" group only one of the three benefit items important
for the total sample appears in the first six items. Consistent
with this, enhancing the "quality of life", sixth most important
attribute for the total sample, is the least important attribute
for the "con" group. In marked contrast, it is the second most
important attribute for the "pro" group. Indeed, the three most
important attributes for this group were all benefits; the next
two most important attributes concern risks.

Table III presents the mean algebraic eb scores, the mean
belief strengths (Б^), and the mean evaluations (&$) of each
attribute, for the "pro" and "con" groups. This table allows
the identification of those aspects which most clearly
differentiates between the two groups. As indicated, the

, t
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algebraic values of the eb terms represent their contributions
to the overall attitudes. For example, the perceived relation-
ship between nuclear power and "big government or business"

ii
p p

contributes positively to the "pro" group's attitude, negatively
to that of the "con" group. The reason for this difference can
be better understood from looking at beliefs and evaluations.
It may be seen that both groups strongly believe that nuclear
power is in the hands of big government or business. However,
while the "pro" group evaluates this attribute positively, the
"con" group evaluates it negatively.

There were three items for which eb differences between the
groups were statistically significant. These items were all
related to the benefits of nuclear power: providing benefits
essential to society, providing good economic value and enhancing
the "quality of life". In all three cases both groups evaluated
these attributes positively, although the "con" group valued
enhancement of the "quality of life" significantly less than the
"pro" group. However, for all three items the beliefs were the
major factor contributing to these differences. More specifically,
the "pro" group strongly believed that nuclear power offers theseg
benefits, while the
what negative.

con" group tended to be uncertain to some-

There were no significant differences between the groups on
the eb scores of any of the items related to risk. Both groups
believed that nuclear power is characterised by the attributes of
affecting large numbers of people, creating noxious wastes and
possible destructive mis-use. Although both groups negatively
evaluated these risk-related attributes, it is interesting that
the "con" group's evaluation for two of them were significantly
more negative. In general, there was agreement among the groups
with respect to nuclear power risks; differing attitudes towards
nuclear power were primarily determined by strongly differing
beliefs about its benefits^./.

It should be noted that the particular group used in this
study was not representative; thus one should not assume that
the results can be generalized to other populations. Among a
group of scientists it is not surprising that differences in
attitude toward nuclear power were found to be due largely to
differing opinions about its benefits. Even within this group
items referring to nuclear risks evoked differences in the
affective component of attitude. However, this application has
demonstrated the utility of the model in this area of investigation;
any definitive statement about the factors differentiating between
groups pro and con must await the results of application to a
more representative sample.

— I n agreement with this result, many surveys on attitude towards
smoking have found that smokers and non-smokers tend to agree
on the risks associated with smoking; significant differences
are found in their perceptions of the benefits.

15



4.4. Plans for Further Applications

The attributes used in this pilot study were intentionally
kept simple and limited to a relatively small number. The
measuring instrument has since been revised to provide detailed
risk and benefit attributes (more than forty) and to apply to
a variety of energy systems. The study is being replicated
with a larger, representative sample to allow investigation of
the cognitive structures underlying the attitudes of several
different sub-groups. The measuring instrument is available
for use by interested colleagues in Member States; we are
prepared to co-ordinate its use and the subsequent data analysis.

5. SOME SYMBOLIC ASPECTS OF THE NUCLEAR CONTROVERSY

The methodology introduced in the preceeding sections allows
identification of the relative importance of the factor under-
lying attitude formation; the aggregation of individual response
into groups having similar attitudes can provide insights into
the relevance of these factors when averaged over the group. In
the pilot application reported in Section 4, the most important
determinants of attitude for the entire group were those related
to nuclear power risks; however, the differences between sub-groups
pro and con nuclear power were found to be primarily due to
strongly differing opinions about its benefits.

Part of the same pilot study /36/ included an application
of the method to attitudes toward the risks associated with
nuclear power. An analysis of sub-groups relatively favourable
and unfavourable toward these risks indicated that those who
believe that they are exposed to them without their consent and,
once exposed, that their own skills and actions cannot influence
the outcome of this exposure, also tend to judge the risks as
being unacceptable. Concerns about accidents that could affect
large numbers of people tended to lessen acceptability even
more. Additional factors found to enhance nuclear risk per-
ception were the likelihood that exposure to the risk would
have a fatal outcome and that the effects might be delayed
or even affect future generations.

An additional factor specific to nuclear power is its
perceived relationship to nuclear weapons. Psychoanalytic
theory recognises the existence of "unconscious" mental pro-
cesses of which the individual is largely unaware: "dis-
placement" is one such process which may be used to lessen
anxiety so that it might be dealt with on a conscious level.
Displacement is the symbolic representation of an object, which
provokes an intense level of anxiety, by another object which
evokes less anxiety - in effect, a transfer of emotions. Pahner
/32/ has suggested that the intensity of emotions directed
towards nuclear power may be understood, in part, as a dis-
placement of unconscious fears of nuclear weapons. Figure 4
(after /37/) shows news media interest, from 1945 - 75,
in the subjects of nuclear safety and nuclear
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weapons testing. In support of the displacement theory, an
inverse correlation may be seen between the curves for nuclear
safety and nuclear weapons. Although a cause-effect relation-
ship cannot be inferred from these data, the start of under-
ground weapons testing may have facilitated the transfer of
intense emotions from the subject of nuclear weapons and war-
fare to that of nuclear power. Thus^psychoanalytic theory
can offer a broader perspective on the possible effects of
associations with nuclear weapons upon the social response
to nuclear power.

Pahner further suggested that the contemporary social
responsiveness to technological development might be seen in
some respect as a breaking-through of the "psychic numbing"
which has eased the accomodation to gradual processes of en-
vironmental deterioration and threats from the man-made en-
vironment. A beneficial result of the nuclear controversy
in this respect might be that "the subtle and insidious
effects of living under the threat of nuclear war can be
identified and distinguished from the threats of nuclear power
plants" /32/. The recent trend of the nuclear debate in the
direction of concerns about nuclear terrorism and proliferation
may be serving to bring unconscious fears about nuclear war
into the "collective conscious" where they can be confronted.

The implications of large-scale technological development
for changes in social structure have also emerged as an issue
in some discussions. Concerns have been expressed about the
centralisation of vital services and their administration by
large and remote bureaucracies, thus weakening considerations
of human values and needs. Reservations have also been heard
about the dependence of society upon the elite corps of highly
trained technologists needed for their specialised knowledge
of these complicated systems. In addition to these general
factors, there is the matter specific to nuclear power, of the
police powers thought by some to be necessary for the physical
protection of nuclear material. Regardless of how one feels
about the validity of these fears, all of the factors mentioned,
to some extent, characterise large-scale nuclear power programmes.

In summary, the factors which have been seen to influence
concerns about the acceptability of technologies and heighten
fears about their risks are characteristic of nuclear power. In
addition, there are conscious and unconscious relationships to
nuclear weapons. Thus nuclear power contains, in one technology,
virtually all of the issues which have arisen in debates about
technological development, is related to nuclear war, and can be
confronted at the local level. The views of several investigators
/32,33,38,39/ lend support to the suggestion that nuclear power is
providing a forum to evaluate a wide range of social issues - that
nuclear power may be playing a symbolic role in a dialogue about
the shape and direction of a technologically-determined future.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Risk assessment is still in a research, stage. At present,
the major contribution of such studies is an improved under-
standing of the technical and social systems being investigated
and the acquisition of new insights into their interactions; that
is, the inter-disciplinary process involved may be more valuable
than the numerical results produced.

The exchange of knowledge between persons from different
disciplines already has been instructive: for example, those with
backgrounds in the natural sciences have often had difficulty in
understanding how the public response to a technology could be
"out of proportion" to scientific estimates of the risks to be
expected. Psychological research indicates that one would expect
a more complex cognitive structure, i.e., that between five and
ten salient attributes would determine the attitude toward a
technology and its risks, and that risk estimates provide only
one information item in the attitude formation process.

A review of methods for obtaining measures of social value
suggests the utility of an attitude model which has already been
proven in other areas. A pilot application to attitudes toward
nuclear power was able to show the relative importance of the
technical, psychological and social factors underlying attitude
formation and to indicate which factors differentiate between
groups pro and con. For example, in the study reported, groups
pro and con were found to be in essential agreement about the
risks of nuclear power; differences in attitude were primarily
due to strongly differing beliefs about its benefits.

An additional factor underlying the social response to nuclear
power is its perceived relationship to nuclear weapons. It was
suggested that the intensity of emotions directed toward nuclear
power may be understood, in part, as an unconscious "displacement"
of anxieties caused by the fear of nuclear warfare. It is to be
hoped that the nuclear controversy might help to identify the
threats of nuclear war and to differentiate between them from those
of nuclear power.

Many current social concerns centre upon the implications of
technological developments for posterity; the response to nuclear
energy must be viewed in this context. It was suggested that the
nuclear controversy has a high symbolic content and thus may be
providing an important historical arena to evaluate the philosophies
which underlie alternative visions of man's future. Resolution of
the inevitable value conflicts occurs in public planning and de-
cision processes which, incrementally, are specifying the shape
and direction of this technologically-determined future. Decision
makers are faced with the very difficult problem of equitably
integrating technological and social systems; the proposed frame-
work for risk assessment studies offers a broad, inter-disciplinary
approach to address this problem.
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TABLE I

LIST OF ATTRIBUTES DETERMINING ATTITUDE TOWARD NUCLEAR POWER

(Unabbreviated Form)

1. Creates noxious wastes

2. Can be mis-used in a destructive way

3. Can affect large numbers of people

at the same time

4. Provides good value for the money

5. Provides benefits which are essential

to society

6. Enhances "quality of life"

7. Consumes large quantities of natural

resources

8. In the hands of big government or

business

9. Uses principles and processes which

are difficult to coneptualize

10. Presented a new and different mode

of death

11. Offers social benefits which are not

highly visible

12. Seldom seen or contacted in daily life
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IMPORTANCE OF ATTITUDE DETERMINANTS

NUCLEAR POWER

DETERMINANT
IMPORTANCE

RANK AVERAGE IMPORTANCE eb

NOXIOUS WASTES
1
5
2

DESTRUCTIVE MIS-USE

CAN AFFECT MANY PEOPLE

GOOD VALUE

ESSENTIAL BENEFIT

QUALITY OF LIFE

NATURAL RESOURCES

BIG GOVERNMENT/BUSINESS

DIFFICULT TO CONCEPTUALIZE

NEW AND DIFFERENT MODE
OF DEATH

BENEFITS NOT VISIBLE

DAILY CONTACT

2
4
3
3

10
1
4
1
8

t>
 

C
O

O
l

6
2

12
7
6.5
7

0
0

 
0

0
 

C
O

со
 с

о 
со

10
11

5
11
6.5

11

12
12
10

TOTAL SAMPLE PRO GROUP CON GROUP

TABLE I I
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A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR RISK ASSESSMENT STUDIES

RISK ESTIMATION RISK EVALUATION

IDENTIFY
UNPLANNED
EVENTS, t j
—Accidents
-Mis-use
-Sabotage

IDENTIFY
CONSEQUENCES, Cj
PLANNED
OPERATION
-Physical
-Psychological
-Social

1
IDENTIFY
CONSEQUENCES, Ci
UNPLANNED
EVENTS
—Physical
-Psychological
-Social

i

CONSEQUENCE
ANALYSIS

-Magnituc
-Distributions

PROBABILITY
ANALYSES,
CANDE

-Distribution
—Uncertainty

IDENTIFY
COGNITIVE
ELEMENTS
-Physical
—Psychological
-Social

— ^

ATTITUDE
FORMATION
MODELS

-Objects
-Concepts

MODELS OF
SPECIFIC
BEHAVIOUR
-Attitude-based
-Utility-based
-Statistic-based

MODELS OF
GENERAL
BEHAVIOUR

-Attitude-based

FORMAL
DECISION
ANALYSIS
-Multi-Attribute
-Cost/Benefit
-Cost-Effectiveness

QUALITATIVE
BACKGROUND
INFORMATION
-Socid
-Cultural
—Historical
-Political

ANALYSIS OF
RISK
MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES
—Systems

Modifications

RISK MANAGEMENT

FIGURE 1
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FACTOR I
"TECHNOLOGICAL RISK"

FOOD
COLOURING

FOOD
PRESERVATIVES

SPRAY
CANS

PRESCIPTION MEDICAL
ANTI-BIOTICS X-RAYS

VACCINATIONS

—

+

PESTICIDES

SURGERY

NUCLEAR
POWER

COMMERCIAL
AVIATION

FACTOR П
"DREAD RISK" +

RAILROADS
ELECTRIC
POWER

HOME
APPLIANCES

BICYCLES
SKIING

MOTOR VEHICLES

GENERAL
AVIATION

SMOKING
MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING

SWIMMING

LOCATION OF RISK ITEMS IN A TWO - FACTOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL SPACE

(after Fischhoff, e t a l . )

FIGURE 2
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